Proposition. Let (R,·)s(G,+). Then we have (i) a(-)=id-r(), (ii) T(a-T(a)+x(b) )=x(a)-a+jb
Wa,beR.
Proof. Simple calculation, using axioms (i) and (ii) . •
Since in R the binary operation · can be expressed in terms of τ, we shall sometimes write (R,t) instead of (R,·). (ii) reR =» r+<t7>£R,
A kind of converse of

reR, ue<U> τ(r+u)=τ(r)+τ(u).
In particular, <U>SR.
(iii) T |<[;> =-id, U,V€<[7> => u· v=2u-v.
(iv) ueU => U+2<U>SU.
In particular, 2<u>su.
Proof, (i) Let uel7. Then 3reR with •c(u)=x(r-T(r) )
=τ (j τ (r) +τ (0) ) =τ(r)-r=-u.
(ii) Let reR, u^U. We first show r+u^R.
By definition
of U resp. by bijectivity of τ there are r' , r^eR with u 1 =r 1~T (r 1 ), r(r')=r, and we calculate r+Uj^TÍr' )+r 1 -T(r 1 )=r 1 »r' eJ?. But r+u^eR implies r+ueR for ue<I/>, and in particular <U>ZR. In order to prove reR, U€<U> T(r+u)=T(r)+x(u), it is again sufficient to consider ueCJ. As above, there exist r^r'eJ? with t^r^-tir^, x(r')=r, and consequently,
The validity of x^y^-id is ensured by the last equation in the proof of (ii) . For u,ve<U> we have
(iv) Let Then Br^reJ? with u^r^O, u=r·0, and -ιχ*0·Γ·0. We calculate Proof. We show the assertion only for the relation -; in the case of » the proof is done in the same way.
Prop. 9, (ii) implies for a-b:
• Using Prop. 9 and Prop. 11, we can give the following description of group related symmetric groupoids. Here σ denotes the mapping known from Prop. 1.
12. Theorem. Let (R,«)S(G,+) be a symmetric groupoid, OeJ?, (G,+) be an abelian group. Then we have:
(1) R is a union of equivalence classes by <U> in G.
(2) U is a union of equivalence classes by 2<U> in <U>. Proof. Prop. 9, (ii), (iv) imply (1) and (2).
(3) follows from the remark after Def. 8, and since for a,beR we get 
ι J (5) The existence of all symmetric factor groupoids mentioned above is ensured by Prop. 11. We give the proof only for R/<U>, for which we simply note, starting with an equation from (4) r·s=r^-τ(r^)+τ(r .)+2u-v =rj+ (Γ_. (1) X(r'+u')=X(r')+A(u') for r'eR' , u'e<U'>.
In particular, λ respects classes, i.e. for r' ,r"eR' with r' ~r"e<U' > we have λ(r' )-λ(r")e<U>.
(2) λ| <£;/ >: <17' > -» <U> is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof. The operation ·' on K' may be described by mappings σ' and τ' , and · on R by σ and τ.
\(r' >'s') =λ(r')'X(s') for r' ,s'eR' implies λ(σ' (Γ') + +τ' (s' ) ) = σ(λ(Γ' ))+τ(λ(β' )) .
For r' resp. s'= 0 we get λ(σ' (r') ) =σ(λ(r') ) , λ(τ' (s'))- 
Especially for u' ,r' e<U' > we get +v' )=λ(υ' )+λ(κ' ) , and for r'eR' , u'e<U'> we obtain λ (r' +u' ) =λ (r' ) +λ (u' ) . It It remains to show, that λ respects classes. For this, let r' ,r"eR' and u'e<U'> with r'-r"=u' . It follows immediately X(r' )=λ(Γ"+α' )=X(r")+X(u' ), hence A(r')-λ(Γ")€<ϋ>. ι 15. Remark. In the following we can restrict ourselves on the consideration of special isomorphisms between group related symmetric groupoids. For this remark let (R' , •')S(G,+) be a group related symmetric groupoid with its corresponding subgroup <U'> and the underlying set R' = I^J r'. + +<U' > (according Consequently, without loss of generality, we can restrict ourselves to the consideration of distinguished isomorphisms λ: (R, ·)-•(*#·') with <p(R)>=<a' (R)>, such that -defining Ii:=<p(R)>-one has for representatives r^ of classes modulo U.
To describe isomorphisms between group related symmetric groupoids, we make use of the representation for symmetric groupoids introduced above (Theorem 12 to Rem. 15). The following theorem sharpens Prop.14. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) λ: (J?,·')-*(R,') is a distinguished isomorphism between symmetric groupoids.
(2) (a) λ(r+u) =λ(r)+λ(υ) , reJ?, ueli; in particular, Xj^ is an isomorphism of groups.
(b) σ(Γ)=λ(σ' (r))+2(r-A(r)).
Proof. "(1) (2)" (a) is implied by Prop. 14. (b) In the proof of Prop. 14 we have shown σ(λ(τ))= =λ(σ' (r) ) . Since λ respects classes, i.e.
r-X(r)el¿, we
=λ(σ' (r))+2(r-A(r)).
" ( 
• The subsequent corollaries describe isomorphisms from a slightly different point of view.
17. Corollary. Let (R, · ) , (J?, ·' ) e (G,+) be symmetric groupoids with OeJ?, and · , ·' on R be described by σ, σ' , further- 
From above we obtain σ(Γ.)=λ(σ' (r¿))+2τ^-2λ(r^).
By an easy calculation we get σ(τ)=λ(σ' (r))+2(r-λ(r)) for reR. •
Applying
